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Your wedding day is the absolute most important day of your life. This is the day that 
you marry your best friend & start the rest of forever together, and it is definitely 
meant to be remembered.

Every laugh and kiss and tear is beautiful, those are the moments I live for. Capturing 
the raw emotions so you can keep reliving your wedding day, never forgetting the 
reasons you said your vows

I love my job for a few reasons: first, I love marriage, and if I have the privilege to 
spend the best day ever with a pair of lovebirds, I’m ecstatic. Second, I have a lot 
of emotions, and feel them all. I love to feel the happiness of the day, cry during 
speeches, and swoon over each kiss. Third, I get to capture it, and show you what an 
amazing day your wedding truly was!

LOVE and be loved
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WEDDING PACKAGES  
HOW DO I BOOK MY WEDDING?
I want your wedding day to be as stress-free as possible! My packages are based on the hours covered 
for your day so you pay for as much as you need. There are additional services that can be added on as 
well. Not sure how much time you’ll need? Don’t panic. There is no rush on deciding your package. In 
order to book your date, I will require a non- refundable deposit of $500.00 as well as a signed contract 
stating you will agree on a package five (5) weeks before the wedding date. The remaining balance is due 
thirty (30) days before the wedding.

THE DOCUMENTARY - $2,400

10 - 12 hours of coverage

online album of high resolution edited images

THE LOVE STORY - $2,100

8 hours of coverage

online album of high resolution edited images

THE MAIN EVENT - $1,700

6 hours of coverage

online album of high resolution edited images

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

second photographer $400 
another hour $200

parent album $230 
2 parent album combo $400

Most popular. This is the most flexible package, it 
allows for plenty of time to capture the entire day 
and everything cute in-between!

Complimentary engagement session included.

This package is more affordable while still 
covering most of the day. The eight hours begin 
at the agreed arrival time between the client and 
myself. The events that are covered depend on 
the outline of the day.

Complimentary engagement session included.

This package is great for elopements or short 
weddings.

Complimentary engagement session included.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
How long does it take until I get 
my pictures back?

Digital processing takes approximately 5 to 7 weeks. 
You will receive a beautiful online gallery that is 
organized and easy to show to friends and family. If 
you choose to order a wedding album, the creation 
will take approximately 3 to 4 weeks, depending on 
how many revisions you request.

How many pictures do I get?

Depending on the number of hours you want 
coverage for, I give back anywhere from 400-800 
pictures.

How do I get the pictures?

All the pictures come on an online album. You can 
download all the pictures right to your computer 
or any other device. The link is also shareable with 
friends and family!

Can you give my pictures to me 
unedited so I can get them faster?

I cannot give out unedited pictures because your 
pictures is a representation of my business. I am the 
way I edit working my hardest to get your photos in 
your hands as soon as possible

Can I get my images in RAW 
format?
I take all my pictures in RAW format for editing 
purposes, but i give my clients the final, perfected 
image in JPEG. These pictures are a piece of art that I 
work hard to
construct. I spend hours editing your images so I can 
provide you with a beautifully finished product.
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OTHER QUESTIONS?
I would love to answer any questions you have for me! If there is 

something on here that does not meet your needs, talk to me about 
it and I will do my best to accommodate you.

Talk to me here: Sarahandco.photography.com

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST!
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